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Slide 1: This slide provides an outline of the presentation to defend the thesis. Give me the name of the company and get started. Slide 2: This is a Program slide. Present your plans here. Slide 3: This slide provides an outline of the presentation to defend the thesis. We mentioned some of its components,
which you can change according to your needs. Slide 4: This is the title slide in the state- Your project title, your name, diplomas/certification, thesis advisor name. Slide 5: This is an introductory slide with these three points- Provide a background on the topic, Quote with support literature, Establish the
need for your research (Show gap). Slide 6: This slide presents a LITERATURE OVERVIEW with the theory of that state. Slide 7: This slide has a title A statement of intent with pictures and text. Slide 8: This slide represents a hypothesis. Branch them out in these text boxes. Slide 9: This slide describes
four types of methods: State Study Design, Group Definition, Participants Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria, Participants Demographics. Slide 10: This slide also shows methods that contain- Instrumentation, Independent Dependent Variables, Processing Processes. Slide 11: This slide represents Statistical
Analysis in tabular format. Slide 12: This slide also shows the Statistical Analysis table. Slide 13: This slide show results. Tell them here. Slide 14: This slide show a column chart that you can compare products with. Slide 15: This is a chart bar diagram picture slide to show product comparisons, growth,
etc. Slide 16: This is the Pie Chart slide to show comparisons of products/ entities, specifications, etc. Slide 17: This is a DISUSIJA slide to the state. Slide 18: This slide lists the limitations of the study with pictures of icons and text boxes. Slide 19: These are the conclusions/FINDINGS slide. Tell your
company conclusions, findings etc. here. Slide 20: This slide show shows implications for future research. Slide 21: This is a Reference slide to status and display. Slide 22: This was any question slide. Use it as you request. Slide 23: This slide has the title Additional Slides to move forward. You can
change the contents of the slide as needed. Slide 24: This is a Vision Slide to indicate your vision, mission etc. Slide 25: This is the text slide layout 01. Present your team with name and markings here. Slide 26: This is text slide layout 02. Present your team with name and markings here. Slide 27: This
slide shows goals and goals. Branch them out in these text boxes. Slide 28: This slide shows Comparison with picture scales and text boxes. Slide 29: This is a slide in financial results. National financial aspects, information, etc. here. Slide 30: This is the Messaging Quotes slide organisations, beliefs, etc.
You can change the contents of the slide as needed. Slide 31: This is the dashboard slide to display information as a percentage, etc. Slide 32: This is the Location slide in the world map image to show global growth, presence, etc. Slide 33: This is a timeline image slide to show growth factors, milestones,
etc. Slide 34: This Post a slide to highlight reminders, events, and so on. Slide 35: This is the News, Events, etc. slide. You can change the contents of the slide as it appears appropriate. Slide 36: This is a puzzle pieces slide to display information, specifications, etc. Slide 37: This is the creative destination
slide. Tell me your important targets. Slide 38: This is a slide of a circular image to display information, specifications, etc. Slide 39: This is a Slide of a Venn Diagram image to display information, specifications, etc. Slide 40: This slide show shows a thought map. Status information, specifications, etc. here.
Slide 41: This is an array slide with high and low parameters. Slide 42: This is a Lego slide to showcase information, specifications, etc. Slide 43: This is silhouettes slide to showcase people-specific information, specifications, etc. Slide 44: This slide represents a hierarchy for displaying group information,
specifications, etc. Slide 45: This is a slide image of Bulb &amp; idea to display ideas, innovative information, etc. Slide 46: This is a slide for a glass magnification image to display information, specifications, etc. Slide 47: This is a Graph Bar slide to show comparison of products/ entities, specifications,
etc. Slide 48: This is a slide of the current image to display information, current aspects, specifications, etc. Slide 49: This is the slide Thanks to the address# street number, city, status, Contact numbers, Email address. Picbest authorises the user in a non-ovable, non-exclusive manner and globally for the
duration of the relevant rights; to download, use and modify pixel content as expressly permitted by a valid license and subject to this document. The Picbest authority varies depending on the different situations. While the rights are different from different types of users, there are some restrictions that
apply to all pixel users. → You cannot use the content → in pixel content in printed or electronic objects intended for resale.→ Content in the Pixel content (in whole or in part) you cannot use content in pixel content in any brand, logo, or part of the same. You cannot claim trademark or service property
rights over an item within the finished product created using this item.→ You can only use the item for legitimate purposes.→There are you can't suggest that the content is created or that you are required to →I don't say that you only use the reference for reference only for a reference, but this is
advertising, marketing and commercialization. For a full edition of the Pixel License Agreement click here on the Pixel License page. Any additional questions regarding the Picbest license, please send an email to info@pikbest.com. Do you want to avoid annotate? Go Premium Free Defense PowerPoint
Template is a gray template for used as a defense thesis in PowerPoint presentations. Free TPP Defence Template PowerPoint is free and you can use this template with other University PowerPoint templates or any other background on this website. The PowerPoint Defense template contains a gray
background and a blame effect as an abstract PowerPoint background that you can use to improve presentations that are used as inspiration and example to create incredible powerPoint defense presentations. The template is excellent to be used to present the defense of thesis. PPT Size: 114.4 KiB |
Downloads: 34,112 Download 1249_defense_ppt.zip Ads Ads If there are numbers, exchange rates, money and trading your forte, there are options to work on an economic bachelor's degree. Defending your dissertation is the last step and the hardest, but slidesgo can help you. Here is our new free
presentation proposal with a focus on... Are you done with your research yet? After so many hours of work, you only need to present it. Its orange and pink colours, along with doodle-style illustrations, add a fresh touch to your... The presentation where you defend thesis sounds delusional, but you can
surprise everyone with this template. For? Its wallpapers look like notebook pages, complete with sticky tape, brushes and handwritten handwriting, making it suitable for educational themes. Don't let that funny look blind you: this... The new slidesga template is similar to a bulletin board, complete with
notes, chopsticks, photos and lots of colors. As a source for education, we think it is a great choice, even for presenting theses defense! The Committee will not expect this originality, which, together with your research, data and speech, will be happy... To impress the committee in advocating a thesis on
English history, a proposal like this could be a fine resource for you. Several straight illustrations are included, and the backgrounds contain some texture to enhance visual representations of slides. Go and sum up your methodology, your research... The thesis defence is the last step before obtaining the
desired diploma or doctorate. This design we bring to you today is a versatile option that is not tied to any specific field of study. The palette focuses on orange tone, there are some diamond shapes and we've added a nice... Today we will in and out in and out of a new template for those users who would
like to impress everyone as they defend their thesis. Thanks to a more creative approach and doodle-like illustrations, it can be used in any field of study related to learning or teaching, such as pedagogy. Show the results of the research... Research into psychology and psychiatry is key. We know little
about conditions such as depression, borderline personality disorder or bipolar disorder. Present the data and results of your mental health thesis with this free template! Are you ready to take care of your medical career? If so, in medicine is one of the options you have. And as a future graduate student,
you will have to complete a thesis or dissertation in the selected field. Does that sound scary? Don't worry about it. Here in Slidesge,... The road to higher academic degrees is long, we know that, so prepare for your thesis and let us help you acquire this master you have always wanted with this new
slidesgo template. Did you know that intellectual property promotes innovation and encompasses things like patents, copyrights and trademarks? Of course you do, because you just finished your thesis on the subject. Need help with the defense presentation? Slidesgo is here to help! Everything in this
world is made up of atoms, and within science, chemistry is what it studies. Thanks to the chemist, we can understand what our universe is made of. As a graduate who chose this career path, you're going to finish your master program, but only the thesis defense... History is full of rich experiences and
stories. Not only has he shaped the present in which we live, there are also many learning points and lessons that we should take with us. The latest education proposal takes viewers across the memory lane to the past chronicle. Defend the science thesis with this poured presentation. You talk about
methodology, results, tools, and references using these slides, which include illustrations of a watercolor. Mechanical serif titles give an elegant touch to this template. Aristotle said that with life we mean the thing that can go away and grow and fall apart. Biology is actually studying life as such. If you have
just finished the thesis on biology and your viva is approaching, use our Biology template! Focusing on a big study that's the size of a thesis is like a journey. The images you find in this template take the audience to several places where you can guide them through all the steps you've followed while
exploring. Rectangular shapes to keep everything organized and... It is astonishing how far the world has come with the use of technology. From our homes to our offices, it's fully integrated into our lives, and now we're totally relying on it. If you're advocating a thesis on technology, it's the right proposition
for you. Have you completed your research on international politics and need to defend your thesis in order to get a degree or doctorate? We have designed this new template to help you impress the committee. It has several geometric shapes that reinforce the idea of organization and well-thought-out
concepts. Concepts.
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